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Making sense of multilateralism
by David Shorr

DAVID SHORR -

Powers and Principles: International Leadership in a Shrink-
ing World

8

THE FINANCIAL MELTDOWN of 2008 was a stark reminder 
of the necessity of the basic social contract. Markets 

century philosopher Thomas Hobbes’ “war of all against 

balance sheets. Indeed, the fundamental solidity of the sys-

participants—was under threat from a mad scramble of self-
aggrandizement. And in today’s interconnected world, the 

All too often, foreign policy debates are consumed by 
a focus on hot spots such as Pakistan, Iran, or Israel/Pales-

-

or by the social contract of a rules-based international order. 
This stake is especially high for the world’s most powerful 
nation, but others are likely to be pulled upward or down-
ward along the same trajectory—either rising standards of 

exploitation and abuse. 

The international community needs solid institutions in 
which it can confer, decide and act, and many mechanisms 

-

order highlights the major high-stake issues confronting 
decisionmakers from around the world and maps the politi-
cal and policy differences that must be bridged to craft an 

sight of the real sine qua non of global progress: determined 
diligent leadership.

Foreign policy and  
multilateral cooperation 

-

-

(SHAUN CURRY—AFP/GETTY IMAGES)
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8
trated, leaders in Washington or else-

through top-down decisionmaking. The 
oft-noted rise of nonstate actors (rang-
ing from transnational corporations to 
aid groups to terrorist networks) is part 
of this trend. 

-

influence, they remain the key play-
ers for the solution of international 
problems. Political will from national 
capitals is the necessary condition for 

its own, perhaps, but necessary. Prob-

political leaders still bear the burden of 

puts political leaders to an ongoing test 
of whether they are genuinely commit-
ted to building a durable international 
system. 

As a practical matter, multilateral 

economies) are the places and instru-
ments through which nations’ represen-

-
-

work with their counterparts. 

for any international issue or problem:
 The kind of policy measures be-

ing discussed or implemented; the 

-
get country, resource mobilization, 
mutual commitment to national-

principles).
 The degree to which an issue has 

already progressed, with clear mul-
tilateral commitments and modali-
ties for follow-through, or instead 

 International political fault lines 
-

proaches on an issue. 
 Who has moral authority and is 

staking the high ground; how the 
issue is framed. 

 The roles played by different multi-
lateral bodies and how “the action” 

one to another. 

political impetus and the technical 
work done by experts. 

ing agreement on what should be done 
and implementing the agreed course of 

high-stakes brinksmanship on Iran’s 
nuclear program to the Basel Commit-
tee’s consultations on the regulatory 

-

In terms of structural permanence and 

clear rules for mandate, composition 
and decisions, many of them rooted in 
legally binding agreements. By con-
trast, the G-8, G-20 and associated G-
groupings are simply series of presiden-
tial summits and related meetings—and 
as such, highly informal and imperma-

To understand the diplomatic and 
policy workings of multilateral co-

international community’s response to 
some of the major challenges on the 
global agenda. Looking at four major 
issue areas—nuclear proliferation, cli-
mate change, the global economy and 

a picture emerges of a multilateral 

Nuclear nonproliferation: 
a dual challenge 
STEMMING the spread of mankind’s 

-

importance both of nation-states and 
-
-

ry threat of a terrorist group getting a 
bomb, as well as lingering 20th-century 
worries that the club of nuclear-armed 
nations will grow larger and larger. 

-
clear weapon, it must steal or purchase 

ingredient to make a bomb. One way 

terrorists with fewer potential sources 

for either. Regardless of the size of 
stockpiles, the other key is to keep all 
such items under the strictest control 
and security. The pioneering effort on 
so-called “loose nukes” has been the 

-

-
ing and dismantling weapons of mass 
destruction (WMD) and their associ-
ated infrastructure in the former So-

Barack Obama set a goal for nuclear 
material worldwide to be reliably se-
cured within four years and hosted a 

Of all the items on the global mul-

tilateral agenda, nuclear material se-
curity demands to be implemented in 

facilities in dozens of countries pres-

This side of nonproliferation is actu-
-

ment efforts—particularly technical 
assistance and capacity building—than 
to traditional arms control treaties. As 
with other capacity building, the point 

-
ernance and administration. And like 

to underwrite operational costs such as 
upgrading security systems or physi-
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usable material. 

That said, foreign aid should ide-

a partnership with mutual obligations 
between donor and recipient. In this 
case, not only do wealthy nations need 
to boost the security of their own fa-
cilities, but the scope of the global task 

whole effort. Matthew Bunn of Har-

-
ing the Bomb” report:

“It would certainly not be possible 
-

sites around the world in four years. 

(or those funded by other donor states) 
-

to the success of the four-year nuclear 

leaders and nuclear managers around 
the world that nuclear terrorism is a real 

-
-

ing a strong sense of ownership of the 
problem. 

While the domestic piece is criti-
cal—i.e., getting each country’s top of-

locking down nuclear material—mul-
tilateral frameworks play an important 
role too. Indeed, there are numerous 

the area of nuclear security. The nuclear 
security summit itself, for example, is 

four-year goal and note what it would 
entail, with some leaders offering na-
tional commitments to take specific 
steps toward greater security. (A follow-

There are two treaties spelling out 
legal norms: the International Con-

-

-
ity for security to share best practices. 

to take measures against WMD terror-

assistance for basic functions like con-

-
ship Against the Spread of WMD is a 

to destroy and secure WMD stockpiles.

Who, if anyone, should 
have the bomb?

Whereas world leaders are making a 
new push to keep terrorist networks 
from acquiring nuclear arms, the ques-
tion of whether nations should possess 
such weapons is a longtime fixture 
on the multilateral agenda. Since any 
country with nuclear arms poses at least 

-
ers, nuclear proliferation is inherently 
a bedrock issue for the global political 

-

was feared that dozens of nations would 
get the bomb in the decades ahead. Yet 
with the treaty in place, the spread of 
the bomb has been limited to nine nu-
clear powers today. A number of other 

-
sensus on nonproliferation confronts 

the world toward the high number of 
nuclear powers that had been feared. 

citizens may start to question their own 

wise to remain nonnuclear in a world 
with more nuclear powers—which 

-
tile regions such as the Middle East or 

-
ready possessing nuclear arsenals would 

without nuclear weapons would get as-

uses, like energy or medicine, along 

off from military uses (Articles III, IV 
and V). But the implicit double standard 

delicate arrangement. The linchpin was 
the Article VI disarmament obligation: 
nuclear arms were to be tolerated only 
with the understanding that they would 
ultimately be eliminated. Because of 

set up a legal framework to minimize 
them as instruments of statecraft—to 

(JUNG  YEON-JE—AFP/
GETTY IMAGES)
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render them taboo and build an inter-
national security system in which they 

The double standard also left an-
other disparity in the treaty’s legal ob-

-
dated to disarm at some future point, 
but the requirement for others not to 
acquire weapons is a constant matter of 
here and now. Regardless of disarma-
ment steps taken to date (or not) by the 

nonnuclear year after year. After four 

and the credibility of the nuclear powers 

Recent multilateral moves

-

old Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty 
-

then third, the assumption that unless it 

-
ity to produce nuclear weapons within 
the next few years. Washington faced 

-

regime; a show of progress on disarma-

and continued pressure on Iran to com-

its nuclear program.

months after the Obama Administration 

all the excitement stirred by President 

the long-term goal of eliminating all 
nuclear weapons, the tangible effect 
of that speech was to lend urgency to 

Almost exactly a year later, and one 

with Russia and issued a new strategy, 

agreement was a key step, although 
-

the world’s nuclear arms, and while the 

deployed strategic warheads hardly 

Judging the success or failure of the 

on how high the bar is set for expecta-
tions. Compared to the acrimony of the 

-

utter deadlock—the meeting counted as 
progress. Measured against the two ses-

strides. In fact, the chief “success” was 

The major outcome in 2000 was to 

toward disarmament (e.g., a treaty ban-
ning test detonations, a fissile mate-
rial cut-off treaty, making weapons less 
launch-ready) that should be expected 

of military doctrines, weapon mod-
ernization and new talks on nuclear 
abolition—but consensus could not be 
reached, other than to acknowledge the 

earlier. 

-

all participating nations. In keeping 

issues dominated the proceedings. Here 
the precedent was a grand bargain from 

in exchange for a commitment to an 

the Middle East (read disarmament 

-

conference on a nuclear-weapon-free 

Middle-East. It was clear to all sides 
that Israel could not be compelled to 
take part in a conference and that the 
idea itself depends on reduced regional 

-
-

Iranian uranium 

comes to standards of good faith, the 
nonproliferation norm is held together 
by a quite brittle consensus. Looking 

-
tion of how to uphold the norm against 

transgressors. The imposition of seri-
ous consequences like economic sanc-
tions or military action is decided in 

-
curity Council rather than courtrooms. 
To determine questions of compliance 
or noncompliance, the job lies with a 
political-technical hybrid: the Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). 
The administrators and scientists of 
the Vienna, Austria-based IAEA keep 

make sure they are peaceful and not 
military in nature. The experts, in turn, 
report to the national ambassadors who 

The core problem begins with sci-
-

clear energy stem from the same basic 

not hard to distinguish from forbidden 

-
-

ian purposes, yet with clear military po-
tential. The multilateral goal is to agree 
on measures to supply Iran’s energy and 

-
nium is being used for those purposes. 
If Iran meanwhile manages to enrich 

quantity for nuclear weapons, the dip-
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of armed confrontation. Because Iran 
is nearing that threshold, discussions 

hit the pause button on its uranium en-

work out a more lasting deal. 
Multilateral instruments like the 

can deal with the issues. The IAEA’s 
reports chronicle how Iran has resisted 
measures required for the transparency 
of its nuclear program, thus feeding un-
certainty about a possible military ef-
fort. And the Security Council, true to 
its function as global arbiter and execu-

round of sanctions on Iran. 

keep up the pressure on Iran, it has been 

attention to formal multilateral process 
as well as the broader political impera-

and diplomatic brinksmanship. As a 
result, this issue was on Washington’s 

-

Most dramatically, President Obama 

announce Western intelligence showing 
Iran had been building a secret nuclear 
facility near Qom. 

Within days, Iran made a (belated) 
disclosure of the Qom facility and 
reached an agreement to transfer en-

uranium transfer deal was bound to be 

If Iran followed through on the deal, 

-
lomatic solution by stretching out the 

nuclear weapon capability. If Tehran 
instead reneged, the world would see 
that Iranian leaders were just trying to 

traditional strategy) rather than seek-
ing a solution. Months went by, Ira-

started recruiting international support 
for new sanctions. As sanctions loomed 

and Brazil on a new transfer deal, with 

they left much more enriched uranium 
in Iran’s hands. Washington took the 

responded by immediately submitting a 
draft sanctions resolution with the back-
ing of Russia and China, which was ap-

few weeks later.  

Who’s responsible  
for the global climate? 
ONE OF THE earliest principles for mul-

tilateral action on climate change 

policy than as a wedge for deep rifts on 
the issue. The notion of “common but 
differentiated responsibilities” sounds 
dry and technocratic, yet it is the core 

-

As the world weighs how to stem 

relationships with the problem. Emerg-
ing economies like China and India 
account for a rising share of carbon 
emissions. Being industrial latecom-
ers, though, they are largely blame-
less for the buildup of greenhouse 

two centuries. The idea of differenti-
ated responsibilities places a greater 
onus on wealthier nations to reduce 
pollution. According to this principle, 
rather than ask rising powers to modu-

economic gains already enjoyed by the 
(CHANG W. LEE—THE NEW 

YORK TIMES)
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so skewed toward upper income na-

whether the responsibilities are truly 
being shared.

-
neiro, Brazil, merely established broad 
principles and an ongoing multilateral 

-
-

countries were mandated to cut their 
GHG emissions by a certain percent-

reductions by the treaty’s expiration 

sell its rights to that amount of pollution 
to a wealthier nation hoping to loosen 
its own emissions limits. The world’s 

buyers for this secondary market and as 
donors that would assist with ecologi-

-
ly undermined because key actors were 
missing from the accord—China and 

-

Similar to the nuclear scientists who 
monitor nonproliferation, science plays 

to climate change. Policymakers de-
ciding on steps to halt global warming 
need a picture of how the greenhouse 
effect works, its causes and conse-

-

than collecting data or conducting re-

-
jor assessment reports, which draw on 
the accumulated data to estimate trends 
for GHG emissions, the temperatures 

that would result from different scenar-

extreme weather, health impact, disrup-
tion to agriculture and ecosystems and 
extinction of species.

The IPCC refrains from offering 
policy recommendations, but the policy 

and industries take and actual climate 
conditions. Decisionmakers need to 
know the ultimate climate outcome 
toward which they are aiming and the 

reducing GHGs. 

Copenhagen discord
-
-

col is high on the international agenda. 
-

piration date, there are those countries 

GHG reductions, of course, also wors-
ens the climate problem itself. 

All of these pressures heightened the 
-

member nations. The task of delegates 
at the two-week session was to ham-

despite all the preparation and buildup, 
negotiators were essentially empty-
handed as the end of the conference 
neared. The only chance for the meet-
ing to produce some kind of result was 

frantic, bordering on chaotic. The bar-
gaining reached a climax when Presi-
dent Obama showed up for his scheduled 
one-on-one with Premier Wen Jiabao, 
only to find the Chinese premier in a 
meeting with his Brazilian, Indian and 
South African counterparts. A full-blown 

broad terms they hoped would be solid 
enough to build upon. The Copenhagen 
Accord—albeit not legally binding—
thus set a ceiling for the global rise in 
temperature, established principles for 

The Copenhagen Accord noted the 

global temperature should be below two 
degrees Celsius,” as nations pledged to 
keep industrialization from warming 
the planet by more than two degrees 

-
cially for island nations, leaders prom-

degree ceiling in the future. 

-

specifying how they will reduce their 
emissions. Most countries peg their 

based its pledge on pending legisla-

-
dia couched their commitments in terms 
of a less polluting path of growth. They 
promised to reduce “carbon intensity,” 

India. The pledges from China and In-
-

against any constraints. 
-

ics dealt with in Copenhagen were the 

scrutinize nations’ follow-through on 
their commitments. The accord marked 

transparency measures with respect to 

and India’s earlier refusal to commit 
was a major domestic political argument 

interesting to see if their change of heart 
helps spur Congress to pass an energy 

-
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impact of climate change or adopt green 

by 2020. 
-

unanimity required to issue a docu-
ment, the Copenhagen Accord was not 

which it emerged. Strictly speaking, the 

-

it was not negotiated as a legally bind-

expected to honor their commitments 
just the same. 

This situation does raise questions, 

agreements and where and how they 

supposed to continue the quest for an 
-

But does that set the bar too high? Can 
such an agreement be negotiated among 

Copenhagen. Somehow, these multi-

and human geography along with it. 

Stabilizing the global economy 
THE NEW -

ardship of the global economy co-
alesced quite suddenly in response to the 

President George W. Bush reached out 
to fellow world leaders for help in re-

industrial powers had taken the lead on 
-

enough, the President realized, so he 

presidents and prime ministers for this 
-

The situation was grim indeed. As 
banks and other businesses hunched in 

economy ground toward a halt. House-
holds already struggling to cope were 
hit with new losses of jobs and income, 

The world’s major economies, how-

Shortly before the G-20 summit, the 

in tandem with other central banks for 

up with public resources—not only the 
Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) 

Europe—to contain the damage. The 

Washington G-20 meeting and an April 

rest of the economic rescue package. To 

in their economies, world leaders com-

-

While the G-20 represented a more 

settle the question of a greater role for 
rising powers like China, India and Bra-
zil. These countries are shifting from 
being rule takers to being rule mak-
ers. They were reluctant to make loans 

-
nance, with a greater say for emerging 

G-20 summit in Pittsburgh, leaders had 

main economic policy forum, now with 
regular summit meetings. And with the 
dire emergency now passed, the agenda 
was no longer focused on fending off 
catastrophe, but instead on steadying 

paroxysms. 
A key issue in the transition from 

economic crisis response to stabiliza-
tion is a so-called “exit strategy” from 
the emergency measures that were 
taken. The dilemma here is between 

(TIM SLOAN—AFP/GETTY IMAGES)
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-
ing demand and the longer-term need 

-

sector demand has returned, the low tax 

This debate was front and center 
-

ronto, Canada, and unity was in scant 
supply. Worried that the major econo-
mies would prematurely withdraw 

prior to the summit. On the other side 
-

rope, particularly an adamant German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel. The summit 
communiqué included a general cau-
tionary note that spending cuts could 

-

-

-
gress adopted a package of regulatory 
reforms, while international coordina-
tion on these issues is ongoing. The Ba-

is comprised of bank regulators from 

group set new standards to limit banks’ 

international experts who set different 

as a network of professional peers, the 

industry standards that will protect the 

the last one.
The phrase “strong, sustainable, and 

balanced growth” causes one’s eyes to 

-
ic future. The key word is —
key because the global economy is out 
of balance. 

The problem can be seen in the 

has been based on exports. As China 
-

-

more on buying than selling, with fully 
-

ing of consumer spending. As is well 
known, a lot of Chinese profits from 

capital markets. 

China relations, the underlying problem 
is a so-called “macroeconomic imbal-

-
ily toward selling exports—without 

indebted consumers. 
The need for “strong, sustainable, 

and balanced growth” was acknowl-
edged by G-20 leaders at their Sep-

elaborated nine months later in Toron-

where imbalances were a taboo subject, 

growth, which in turn has been used as 
the Communist party’s basis for con-
tinued monopoly on political power. 
A shift to greater domestic consumer 

China alone. The dispute between the 
-

to boost consumption. 

of the imbalance—belt-tightening for 
the buyers, uncertain domestic markets 
for the sellers—how can the interna-
tional community tackle this challenge? 
A partial answer lies in the intense po-
litical jostling on display at G-20 sum-
mits. The summits put a spotlight on 
ongoing (mostly quiet) efforts by the 

-
rency, as opposed to China’s longstand-
ing practice of tailoring its purchase of 

price of Chinese exports low. Just prior 
to the Toronto summit, Beijing relented 
and promised a gradual appreciation of 
its currency, but follow-through was 

the lack of progress on a multilateral 
solution prompted fears of the oppo-

-
ments to weaken their own currencies, 

-

rather than weakening the dollar in for-
eign exchange markets.

One potential lesson from these 
quarrels is that currency valuation may 
be too fraught a subject for any inter-

©2010 AREND VAN DAM AND POLITICALCARTOON.COM
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governmental forum. And here the 
G-20’s framework for strong, sustain-
able and balanced growth could be quite 
constructive, potentially offering mech-
anisms to
policies and their impact. Similar to the 
way health care reform proposals were 
“scored” by the Congressional Budget 

-

balancing steps (or lack thereof) will 
be assessed for their expected impact 
on the global economy. At the meet-

-
retary Timothy Geithner proposed that 
countries should keep their current ac-

gross domestic prod-

uct (GDP). While this was rejected as 
too crude a measuring stick, leaders at 
the Seoul summit tasked the finance 

guidelines” that would combine more 
-

to the author, it will be a “battle of the 
spreadsheets.” 

Economic and human  
development 
THE FOCUS of international economic 

global economy and whether output is 

-
-

two sets of issues are of course related. 
Steadily rising GDP is essential for un-

-

forces distribute resources and income 
without any moral considerations for 
what is equitable. 

-
tional norms, the centerpiece for the 

in eight areas, including education, in-

less than a dollar a day). The goals are 

conditions—children’s school atten-
-

-
ments and international agencies. 

-
riod, there has been enough progress to 
put the MDGs within reach. Sub-Saha-

-
pared with Asia and Latin America, but 

basis for optimism. Efforts such as the 
-

to 2.8 million people and helped cut 
HIV infection rates in Africa by one 

be quite fragile, with concerns about 
whether solid structures and mecha-

to sustain and spread progress. 

-
ment, interconnected factors show a po-

-
tional attainment, for instance, go hand 
in hand with the ability to earn income. 

-

health of children. The impact for girls 
is especially dramatic; staying in school 
helps keep girls from marrying and be-
coming pregnant in their early teens. 

The availability of staple foods is a 
major concern, especially after dramatic 
global price spikes of between 100% and 
300% for most grains between 2006–
2008, leading to food riots across the de-
veloping world. 

-

-

(PAOLO PELLEGRIN—MAGNUM PHOTOS)
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olution in agricultural technology in the 
middle of the last century. World leaders 

years to enhance food security. 

-

building better roads for peasants to bring 
goods to market, all of them depend on 

-

-

there are no structures to carry progress 
forward—for instance to pay teacher sala-
ries or keep local clinics staffed. Another 

-

Mexico, where leaders emphasized that 

sharing responsibilities. 
-

-
ects to ensure they are in line with the 
real needs and priorities of the people 

highlighted the need for transparency 
to cut down on corruption and the di-

-

-
-

dustries (oil, natural gas, precious met-

rights—a new requirement included in 

Similarly, the issue of tax collection 

more prominent. While the majority 
of people in recipient countries are im-

need for local elites to pay their fair 

-

-

on fostering economic growth. The so-
called “Seoul Consensus” launches an 

gaps in infrastructure, technical know-
how, or credit access that impede growth 

countries to draw up action plans.

Protecting human rights
International human rights treaties, 

broad spectrum of fundamental rights 

Declaration of Human Rights, for in-
stance, is the source text of modern hu-
man rights norms and enumerates prin-

discrimination, judicial due process, 
free expression, assembly, religious 
worship and elections. Many of these 
rights were subsequently elaborated in 
formal and legally binding treaties. 

Debates more recently—about hu-
man rights norms that are just taking 
shape—raise questions of when new 
standards are needed and how they take 
hold. How do new ideas and standards 
relate to norms already in place? What 
is the danger of a norm being misused 

And what is the relationship between 

rights standards and the political dynam-
ics and decisions on which their enforce-
ment depends? 

front and center. The international com-
munity remained aloof from some of 
the period’s worst bloodletting, such 

(Bosnia, Sierra Leone). There was little 
ambiguity regarding the human rights 

hot spots, but the international response 

of atrocity cloak their abuses, denying 
all charges and blocking outsiders from 

-

-
-

self-restraint. And many of the world’s 
less powerful nations resist outside med-
dling in what they consider internal and 

are less powerful. If anything, when the 
-

Iraq, it stoked fears that the humanitarian (FREDERIC J. BROWN—AFP/GETTY IMAGES)
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Opinion Ballots  
after page 32

strong would use against the weak. (Sad-

The new international norm for hu-
manitarian crises responded directly to 
concerns about intrusion on national 

-

Responsibility to Protect,” reframed 
the question. Where the issue had pre-

-

commission said the real issue was the 
responsibility of nations for the protec-
tion of people’s basic rights and secu-
rity. The question therefore was not 
about outsiders superseding national 

-

to protect their populations from harm. 
-

mental protection within its borders, it 

Within just a few years, world lead-

document:

and national authorities are manifestly 
failing to protect their populations from 
genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing 
and crimes against humanity.”

-
prised of “three pillars”: the onus a 
nation-state bears for the security of its 
population, international support to bol-

worst forms of persecution. 
Two key questions for the responsibil-

ity to protect (or R2P) show the tension 
between broad-gauge diagnosis and the 

-

apparent, it is already late in the game. 

e.g., reducing corruption, widening op-
portunities that elites monopolize—are 

-
opment. They are undoubtedly worth-
while, but hard to characterize as geno-

-
crisis “sweet spot”: political mediation 

-

One challenge for the current debate is 
to clarify this category.

Another regular theme of the R2P 
debate has been a call for better early-
warning mechanisms. Here again, it 

-

-
mation to key decisionmakers could 

policy choices from the equation. In 
the end, progress depends on an inter-
national consensus that certain catego-
ries of mayhem must be resisted. The 
good news is the lack of significant 

-

in Sudan, Congo and elsewhere shows 
how inadequate the consensus still is. 

high-stakes issues confronting decision-
makers from around the world as they 
strain to hash out solutions. Each sec-
tion took an item from the multilateral 

or principle under which that issue is 
debated, and mapped the political and 
policy differences that must be bridged 

-
lem. It is a picture of the world commu-

international order. Will those terms be 
-

mentally sustainable?
The depiction in this topic was also 

common pitfalls in the debate that sur-
rounds multilateral issues. The problem 
is apparent in the language often used 
in talking about these questions. The 
“ism” at the end of multilateralism, for 
instance, implies a faith that the diplo-
matic process will produce solutions, 
almost by magic. It is crucial to grade 

contributions not their mere existence—
to demand that nations come to agree-
ments, not just come to meetings.  

 (KAREL PRINSLOO—AP)
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(eds.), Climate Change, Trade, and Competitiveness: Is a Col-
lision Inevitable? Washington, D.C., Brookings Institution Press, 

-

Bunn, Matthew, Securing the Bomb 2010: Securing All Nuclear 
Materials in Four Years. Cambridge, MA and Washington, D.C: 

-

and Turpen, Elizabeth, The Next 100 Project: Leveraging Na-
tional Security Assistance to Meet Developing World Needs. 

-

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
-

-
garth, Claire and Tyson, Rhianna, “Major Proposals to Strengthen 

And Balanced Growth: A Study in Credible Cooperation.” The 
Centre for International Governance Innovation G-20 Paper 

-

Powers & Principles: In-
ternational Leadership in a Shrinking World. Lanham, MD, 

own coedited collection, each chapter focuses on a powerful na-
tion and the steps it could take to help strengthen the rules-based 
international order.

Weiss, Thomas G., and Thakur, Ramesh, Global Governance and 

the issues discussed in this topic.

1. In what ways did this portrait of multilateral diplomacy 
compare with your own perception of how such efforts work?

2. 

currently focused on the right priorities?

3. -
sues on the global agenda (climate change, nonproliferation, 
the global economy, human rights), what are the major differ-
ences in thinking among the leaders of the international com-

4. 
different countries, are there also common interests in rela-
tion to the major current global challenges? Which nations 
share those interests? A majority of the international com-

prospects.

5. -

concerns of others? Can a balance be struck between the two? 

6. The topic emphasizes international norms (only some of 
them in the form of treaties), moral authority and the expec-
tations placed on leaders to compromise for the sake of the 
common good. Do you think policymakers really feel these 
pressures and respond to them?

7. There seems to be a trend toward multilateral coop-
eration and incremental progress and away from formal 
treaties and negotiations among the entire community of 
nations. Do you consider this the most realistic approach 
for the world of today?

discussion questions

suggested readings
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